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EDITOR’S NOTE
By Adam Pitluk

Wolfgang’s Sheep,
Big Mike’s Cave, and
the Turtle Whisperer

T

o begin with, the jury is still
out on whether Wolfgang’s
sheep were actually sheep. In
fact, five days after meeting
the general manager of
Ka’ana Resort in the Cayo district of Belize,
the five Road Warrior winners, their five
guests and the six members of our editorial,
photo and video crew were debating how
those “sheep” resemble goats more than
goats resemble goats. What’s more, what
are sheep and/or goats doing out in the
middle of the jungle anyway?
Such a conundrum was actually standard operating procedure for our gang. It
didn’t take long for all of us to bond at
Ka’ana and for the inside jokes to proliferate throughout our weeklong tour of Belize.
We treated the winners of American
Way’s 14th annual Road Warrior Contest
— five of our most loyal readers — to a whirlwind trip around this Central American
country (page 42). Starting in the jungle,
we immediately bonded over Traveller’s
Belizean Rum, Belikin beers, juicy steaks
and fresh lobster tails. Everyone, that is,
except winner Becky Ahlgren Bedics, who
was a day late because of a weather delay.
She missed the zip-lining and the canoeing
through a cave on Big Mike’s property, which
actually has Mayan remains and pottery
still in their original state and place. Heck,
she missed Big Mike himself, a Canadian
expat who moved to the jungle more than
a quarter-century ago because, as he puts
it, “I was running from my ex-wife.” Becky’s
sweet, easygoing demeanor was typified by
her husband’s sense of humor regarding the
force majeure that kept them from Day 1 fun.
“My favorite part of the trip was the
zip-line, or so I have been told by all the
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other people on the trip,” Mark Bedics says
with a grin. “Actually, since the weather
made us miss our flight and ultimately the
zip-line, a fond memory was being able to
play soccer with the ground crew on a field
right next to the airstrip as the Tropic Air
plane we would soon board was landing.
Also, crossing a hand-cranked ferry bridge
on our way to Xunantunich and seeing the
Mayan archaeological site that dates back
to A.D. 600 was pretty amazing. I don’t typically get to do those things in Indiana.”
The minute they arrived, though, they
were immediately part of the family. Especially winner Emily Williams Knight’s
family. Becky and Emily were instant BFFs,
as were their husbands. And as much as
Alec Knight enjoyed the camaraderie and
the activities, his true passion was watching his wife enjoy herself. “Emily travels
overseas a lot, and when she is home, our
time together is usually focused around
our twin girls,” he says. “Being by her side
as she tried new activities like zip-lining,
cave canoeing and snorkeling with rays and
sharks brought many smiles and laughs.
The look on her face was priceless.”
Guest Carolyn Nunziato had a permanent smile on her face throughout the trip,
as did her husband, Eric, an IT consultant. “This trip really pushed me out of my
vacation comfort zone,” Carolyn says, “but
in the best ways possible. Vacation used to
mean beaches, beverages and relaxing. Not
anymore. I’m afraid of heights, but I ziplined and climbed a Mayan ruin. I’m afraid
of water, but I snorkeled. I even survived
being next to a shark-bite victim and didn’t
freak out too much.”
Yes, I am that victim. By “bite” she
means “nip,” and by “shark” she means

“guppy.” But she didn’t freak out as I bled
in the water, which proves she’s tough and
she’s married to a Marine.
This brings us to our turtle whisperer.
Margaret Ayala and her husband, winner
Luis, are no strangers to traveling throughout Central America. “I have traveled to
over three dozen countries, and Belize is
now one of my top five destinations,” she
says. “The cave canoeing and snorkeling
excursions were the best. As a huge seaturtle fan, I was thrilled to literally run into
a green sea turtle — my absolute favorite
— the very moment I entered the ocean to
snorkel. It was almost as if he had been
there waiting for me.”
And as for Leigh Crichton, the guest
of winner Andrew Bolt, she’s telling her
friends and family that her favorite part of
the vacation was western Belize, but when
one digs deeper, the real truth comes out.
“I was beyond excited for a romantic,
tropical getaway with my boyfriend, only
to realize that he formed another relationship the first night of the trip: an instant
bromance with the editor! I’m talking
picking out matching jet skis, apartment
hunting, gym joining and vacation planning.
It was love at first shot of rum.”
Actually, my bro Andrew and I are looking at putting an offer on Wolfgang’s sheep.
Or are they goats?

Adam Pitluk
Editor

Follow Adam on Twitter @adampitluk
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